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Abstract

Feature Diagrams (FD) are a family of popular modelling languages used to address the feature interaction problem, particularly in software product lines. FD were first introduced by Kang as part of the FODA (Feature Oriented Domain Analysis) method back in 1990. Afterwards, various extensions of FODA FD were introduced to compensate for a purported ambiguity and lack of precision and expressiveness. However, they never received a formal semantics, which is the hallmark of precision and unambiguity and a prerequisite for efficient and safe tool automation.

The reported work is intended to contribute a more rigorous approach to the definition, understanding, evaluation, selection and implementation of FD languages. First, we provide a survey of FD variants. Then, we give them a formal semantics, thanks to a generic construction that we call Free Feature Diagrams (FFD). This demonstrates that FD can be precise and unambiguous. This also defines their expressiveness. Many variants are expressively complete, and thus the endless quest for extensions actually cannot be justified by expressiveness. A finer notion is thus needed to compare these expressively complete languages. Two solutions are well-established: succinctness and embeddability, that express the naturalness of a language. We show that the expressively complete FD fall into two succinctness classes, of which we of course recommend the most succinct. Among the succinct expressively complete languages, we suggest a new, simple one that is not harmfully redundant: Varied FD (VFD). Finally, we study the execution time that tools will need to solve useful problems in these languages.
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1 Introduction

Features have been defined as “a distinguishable characteristic of a concept (e.g., system, component and so on) that is relevant to some stakeholder of the concept” [8]. This broad definition encompasses most commonly used meanings, for example: new services or options added to an existing base system.

The description of systems in terms of features is popular in many domains such as telecommunication or embedded systems. Features are not used for one-shot developments, but for systems that must have multiple incarnations because (1) they need to evolve through time or (2) variants must be deployed in a many contexts. A typical example of the former are telephony systems which, to face harsh competition, need to adapt quickly to satisfy demand. An example of the second are product lines (also known as product families) in domains such as home appliances or the automotive industry.

Two perspectives are used in turn:

- When the base system (or system family) is conceived, features are “units of evolution” (or change) that adapt it to an optional user requirement [11]. A recurrent problem is the one of feature interaction: adding new features may modify the operation of already implemented ones. When this modification is undesirable, it is called a feature interference. This problem is difficult because “individual features do not typically trace directly to an individual component” [14]. With the increasing size and complexity of current systems and associated product lines, dealing with feature interaction becomes challenging. To guarantee that systems will deliver the desirable behaviour, interactions must be detected, resolved if possible, or the combination of features must be forbidden.

- When a specific system (or family member or product) must be designed, “[the] product is defined by selecting a group of features, [for which] a carefully coordinated and complicated mixture of parts of different components are involved” [14]. Hence, it is essential that features and their interactions be well identified. This knowledge about their valid and forbidden combinations must be packaged in a form that is usable by the customers selecting their options, and by the engineers deploying them.

In software product lines, the former activity is often referred to as domain engineering and the second as application engineering [4,25].

To express the knowledge about allowed feature combinations, practitioners use feature diagrams (FD). FD are an essential means of communication between domain and application engineers as well as customers and other stakeholders such as marketing representatives, managers, etc. In particular, FD play an essential role during requirements engineering [25], which is known to be the most critical phase of software development. FD provide a concise and explicit way to:
describe allowed variabilities between products of the same line/family,
represent features dependencies,
guide the selection of features allowing the construction of a specific product,
facilitate the reuse and the evolution of software components implementing these features.

These benefits of FD notations are deemed particularly valuable in emergent application domains which, above all, are characterized by an increasing complexity: they undergo a multitude of constantly changing requirements and must adapt quickly to changing technologies, they are pervasive (they have to interact with many kinds of users and systems), they are composed of many communicating, heterogeneous and often legacy components. The fact that such systems exist in many, possibly co-existing variants brings an additional dimension to this complexity. Therefore, variability management techniques have been explored and used in domains such as smart homes [25], electronic commerce and embedded systems [12] or robotics [20]. Such techniques are central in the emergent product line engineering paradigm. Features have also been advocated to be first-class citizens in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [29] approaches such as FireWorks [28].

In the last 15 years or so, research and industry have developed several FD languages. The first and seminal proposal was introduced as part of the FODA method back in 1990 [18]. An example of a FODA FD is given in Fig. 1. It is inspired from a case study defined in [5] and indicates the allowed combinations of features for a family of systems intended to monitor the engine of a car. As is illustrated, FODA features are nodes of a graph represented by strings and related by various types of edges. On top of the figure, the feature Monitor Engine System is called the root feature, or concept. The edges are used to progressively decompose it into more detailed features. In FODA, there are and- and xor- decompositions (where edges are linked by a line segment, as between Measures and its sons in Fig. 1). The exact meaning of these and other constructs will be discussed extensively throughout the paper.

In the sequel, we will refer to FODA FD as Original Feature Trees or OFT for short. “Original” is because OFT were the first FD language ever proposed and because

![Fig. 1. FODA (OFT): Monitor Engine System](image-url)
they were the starting point for the work of many researchers. “Tree” is because in OFT, FD are structured as trees \textit{vs.} single-rooted directed acyclic graphs (DAG) as in FORM [19].

Since Kang \textit{et al.}’s initial proposal, several extensions of OFT have been devised as part of the following methods: FORM [19], FeatureRSEB [13], Generative Programming [8], PLUSS [9], and in the work of the following authors: Riebisch \textit{et al.} [27,26], van Gurp \textit{et al.} [35], van Deursen \textit{et al.} [34], Czarnecki \textit{et al.} [6,7] and Batory [1]. While some authors have recently started to better define their semantics [34,2,7,1], most proponents of FD [19,13,8,27,26,35,9] have not. Still, they have argued for an “improved expressiveness”. In this paper, we adopt a formal approach to check the validity of such claims.

Formal semantics is not an issue to be taken lightly. As remarkably argued in [15,16], formal semantics is the best way (1) to avoid ambiguities (see Def. 22) and (2) to start building safe automated reasoning tools, for a variety of purposes including verification, transformation and code generation. More specifically, for FD, we must be sure that a model excludes all the forbidden feature combinations and admits all the valid ones. If this is not the case, harmful feature interactions are likely to take place, or the product line will be unnecessarily restricted and thus less competitive. A tool for assisting stakeholders in selecting features therefore must be based on formal semantics.

Our formal approach is designed to introduce more rigour in the motivation and definition of FD languages. This should make the discussion of their qualities more focused and productive. In the end, we hope for a better convergence of research efforts in this area. A new, rigorously defined and motivated FD language, called VFD, is introduced in this paper as a first step in this direction. VFD use a single construct instead of all the proposed extensions. Indeed, the proliferation of constructs and languages is an additional source of interpretation and interoperability problems. For example, if two product lines that use different modelling languages need to be merged, their respective teams will have to make extra efforts to understand each other’s FD, thereby increasing the likelihood of misunderstandings. Moreover, a new FD will have to be created from the existing ones to account for the new merged product line. It is important that rigorous criteria are used to chose the new FD language and that proved correct semantic-preserving translations are used.

In the context of emergent and complex systems, it is important that automation of product line and model-driven engineering activities such as those that we just described are made as available, as safe and as efficient as possible. The present paper tries to advance state of the art in feature modelling towards this target. Its content is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we survey OFT and its extensions, generically called FD. In Section 3, we propose a formal framework designed to easily provide FD languages with formal semantics. We take care to make this
framework generic in order to account for extant FD variants and possibly others to come. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe our proposal of a common abstract syntax. The semantics is then given in Section 3.4. In Section 3.3, we apply this framework to give a formal semantics to OFT and several of its extensions. Surprisingly, although extremely concise and translated almost literally from [18], a formal definition of OFT had never been published before¹. And so is for the analysed extensions, since we restricted the scope of this paper to FD notations that lack a formal semantics. The formal comparison of FD languages is addressed in Section 4. Contrary to folklore, we prove that all these extensions add no expressiveness to the first extension FORM (OFD) [19], since OFD are expressively complete (Theorem 4.3). We do not question the fact that extended FD have advantages over the original ones, but these are succinctness (Section 4.3) and naturalness (Section 4.2) rather than expressiveness. In most extensions, there are synonymous constructs, i.e. they are redundant (Def. 23). Thus we propose a new, natural, succinct, and non-redundant variant of FD: VFD. We conclude Section 4 with a study of the complexity of the decision procedures supporting an envisionned FD-based tool environment (Section 4.5). Finally, Section 5 compares our results with related works, especially other formal definition endeavours [34,7,1], while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Survey

In this section, we survey the informal OFT extensions enumerated in Section 1. We illustrate them with examples from the same case study (the one already used in Section 1) adapted from [5] and concerning a monitor engine system product line.

For convenience, we have developed a naming scheme to designate the reviewed languages. FD languages without graphical constraints are named with three or four letters acronyms. The first or first two letters are representative of the original name of the language, the method it comes from or one of its authors. Then comes an ‘F’ (for feature). The last letter is either ‘D’ (for DAG) or ‘T’ (for trees). The names “OFD” and “OFT” introduced in the previous section already follow this scheme.

2.1 FODA (OFT)

OFT, the first ever FD, were introduced as part of the Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) method [18]. Their main purpose was to capture commonalities and variabilities at the requirement level. As depicted in Fig. 1, OFT are composed of:

¹ Except of course in abstracts of this paper [2,3]
(1) A **concept**, a.k.a root node, which refers to the complete system.

(2) **Features** which can be **mandatory** (by default) or **optional** (with a hollow circle above, e.g. coolant) and which are subject to decomposition (see below). The concept is always mandatory.

(3) **Relations** between nodes materialized by:
   (a) **decomposition edges** (or **consists-of**): FODA further distinguishes:
      (i) **and-decomposition** e.g. between **Monitor Fuel Consumption** and its sons, **Measures** and **Methods**, indicating that they should both be present in all feature combinations where **Monitor Fuel Consumption** is present.
      (ii) **xor-decomposition** e.g. between **Measures** and its sons, **l/km** and **Miles/gallon**, indicating that only one of them should be present in combinations where **Measures** is.

Decomposition edges form a tree.

(b) **textual constraints**:
   (i) **requires**, e.g. one could complete Fig. 1 with the constraint: Based on drive **requires** Monitor RPM. This indicate that “to monitor fuel consumption using a method based on drive, we need to monitor the engine’s RPM”. Thus, the former feature cannot be present if the latter is not.
   (ii) **mutex**, an abbreviation for “mutually exclusive with”, indicates that two features cannot be present simultaneously.

2.2 **FORM (OFD)**

Kang *et al.* have proposed the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [19] as an extension of FODA. Their main motivation was to enlarge the scope of feature modelling. They argue that feature modelling is not only relevant for requirements engineering but also for software design. In terms of FD, several changes occurred:

(1) FD are not necessarily trees but can be DAG.
(2) Each feature pertains to one of four **layers**: the **capability layer**, the **operating environment layer**, the **domain technology layer** or the **implementation technique layer**.
(3) In addition to the **composed-of** relationship (equivalent to **consists-of** in OFT), two types of graphical relationships were added: **generalization/specialization** and **implemented-by**.
(4) Feature names appear in boxes.

We call the abstract syntax of such diagrams “**Original Feature Diagrams**” (OFD).

In this paper, we only consider the constructs which have an influence on the feature combinations allowed in the final products (see Def. 13). Therefore, only the first
change (trees becomes DAG) is relevant for us. In our running example, the FD is a tree, so the FORM version of it is similar to Fig. 1, except that features would be boxed.

2.3 FeatuRSEB (RFD)

The FeatuRSEB method [13] is a combination of FODA and the Reuse-Driven Software Engineering Business (RSEB) method. RSEB is a use-case driven systematic reuse process, where variability is captured by structuring use cases and object models with variation points and variants. FeatuRSEB FD have the following characteristics:

1. They are DAG.
2. Decomposition operator or (black diamond) is added to xor (white diamond) and and. Features which sons are decomposed through or or xor are called variation points and those sons are called variants.
3. They possess a graphical representation (dashed arrows) for the constraints requires and mutex.

We call such diagrams “RSEB Feature Diagrams” (RFD). An example is given in Fig. 2.

![FeatuRSEB (RFD): Monitor Engine System](image)

2.4 van Gurp et al. (VBFD)

van Gurp, Bosch and Svahnberg define another FD language in [35]. This language extends FeatuRSEB (RFD) to deal with binding times, indicating when features can be selected, and external features, which are technical possibilities offered by the target platform of the system. Their FD have the following characteristics:

1. Binding times are used to annotate relationships between features.
(2) Features are boxed, as in FORM (OFD).
(3) External features are represented in dashed boxes.
(4) xor and or variation points are represented as white and black triangles, respectively.

We call such diagrams “van Gurp and Bosch Feature Diagrams” (VBFD). These changes mainly concern concrete syntax, and certainly have no influence on feature combinations. Thus we also call their abstract syntax RFD.

2.5 Generative Programming (GPFT)

Czarnecki and Eisenecker [8] have studied and adapted FD in the context of Generative Programming (GP), a new programming paradigm that aims to automate the software development process for product families. Their FD are simply OFT with the addition of or decomposition and graphical constraints.

We call such diagrams “Generative Programming Feature Trees” (GPFT).

Recently, the authors have further augmented their approach with concepts such as staged configuration [6], distinguishing between group and feature cardinalities (see Section 2.6) and formalizing their language [7]. These latter works will be discussed in Section 5.

2.6 Riebisch et al. (EFD)

Riebisch et al. claim that multiplicities (a.k.a. cardinalities) are partially represented with the previous notations [27]. Moreover, they argue that “combinations of mandatory and optional features with alternatives, or and xor relations could lead to ambiguities” [26, p.4]. As we will see, those “ambiguities” are due to a different conception of what “mandatory” and “optional” mean (see Example 3.5), and are better termed redundancies (see Section 4.4).

In order to limit these drawbacks, the authors replace or, xor and and by UML-like multiplicities (a.k.a group cardinalities [7]) and mandatory and optional edges [27]. Multiplicities consist of two integers: a lower and an upper bound. Multiplicities are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the decomposition of features Measures and Methods. In fact, they are used for all decompositions but not mentioned when both the lower and upper bound equal the number of sons, that is, for the equivalent of and-decomposition.

In Fig. 3, we can also observe mandatory and optional edges which are marked with a black or a hollow circle, respectively, at the lower end. This is rather original as
the other FD languages prefer to mark the optionality on the node. Optional edges are useful in DAG (and [27] indeed use DAG) since a feature can be optional on one side and mandatory on another as Fig.4 illustrates.

Fig. 4. EFD: optional and mandatory edges [27]

We call these diagrams “Extended Feature Diagrams” (EFD).

2.7 PLUSS (PFT)

The Product Line Use case modelling for System and Software engineering (PLUSS) approach [9] is based on FeatuRSEB. It combines FD and use case diagrams to depict the high level view of a product family. FD are used to instantiate the abstract use case family model into product family models. The main characteristics of PLUSS FD are:

1. The usual FD representation conventions are changed: the type of decomposition operator is not found in the decomposed feature node anymore, nor on the departing edges but in the operand nodes: single adaptors (nodes with a circled ‘S’) represent a xor-decomposition of their father while multiple adaptors (nodes with a circled ‘M’) represent or-decomposition.

2. PLUSS FD are trees.

3. They have graphical but no mention of textual constraints.

4. Mandatory nodes are filled in black while optional ones are hollow.

We call these diagrams “PLUSS Feature Trees” (PFT). An example is given in Fig. 5.
A more formal definition of all these FD languages will be given in the next section. In particular, Table 1 will provide both a definition and a summary of the various notations.

3 Generic formal definition of feature diagrams

In this section, we provide a generic definition of the syntax and semantics of FD. We do this by introducing Free Feature Diagrams (FFD). FFD are a generalization of all the variants of FD surveyed in Section 2. To make everything explicit, we separate concrete syntax, abstract syntax and semantics.

3.1 From concrete to abstract syntax

The literature surveyed in the previous section does not clearly separate concrete syntax (what the user sees) from abstract syntax. With respect to the concrete syntax, the abstract syntax ignores the visual rendering information that is useless to assign a formal semantics to a diagram e.g. whether nodes are circles or boxes, whether an operator is represented by a diamond shape or by joining the edges departing from a node, etc. From a tool developer’s point of view, the abstract syntax is also an abstract view of the data structures stored in the computer which ignores irrelevant implementation details such as pointer values, etc.

Distinguishing between concrete and abstract syntax allows to identify similarities and differences between languages that might otherwise remain unnoticed. For example, as we have seen in Section 2.4, despite some visual differences, VBFD and RFD have the same abstract syntax. Instead, the approach taken in most of the surveyed languages is to discuss semantics informally, on the basis of visual representations, assuming that the reader’s intuition will do the rest. But actually, each reader’s intuition is potentially different. Hence, following the recommendation of
[15,16], we will define semantics on the basis of the abstract syntax, which is much simpler and less error-prone.

The first step in this chain is to have a bidirectional conversion from the concrete syntax to the abstract syntax. There are two common ways to provide the latter information [15,16]: (1) mathematical notation (set theory) or (2) meta-model (usually, a UML Class Diagram complemented with OCL constraints). In this paper, we follow [15,16] and adopt the former for its improved conciseness, rigour and suitability for performing mathematical proofs.  

From our survey, it turns out that all concrete FD are graphs whose nodes are features. Features are drawn as (boxed) strings or filled circles in the concrete FD languages. Many authors use the word “feature” ambiguously, sometimes to mean a node, sometimes a leaf (a node that is not further decomposed), and sometimes as a real-world feature. Here, we use the term “feature” as a synonym of “node”.

We further distinguish “primitive” and “compound features”.  

3 4 Primitive features are “features” that are of interest per se, and that will influence the final product. On the contrary, compound features are just intermediate nodes used for decomposition. For generality, we leave it to the modeler to define which nodes in the FD have such a purpose. Primitive features are thus not necessarily equivalent to leaves, though it is the most common case. Note that a primitive features p bearing the operator op, s > 0 being the arity of the operator, can always become a leaf:

(1) we add two new non-primitive nodes, n1 bearing and2 and n2 bearing op;
(2) the sons of n1 are n2 and p;
(3) the sons of n2 are the former sons of p.

What we call edges is an abstraction for the arrows and line segments we find in concrete FD. Edges always relate two nodes. We further distinguish between decomposition edges and constraint edges. The former are the edges used to relate a node bearing an operator such as or, xor or and to one of its operand nodes. The latter are used to represent “graphical constraints” between two nodes, such as “requires” or “mutex”. To determine whether a FD is a tree or a DAG, only decomposition edges are taken into account. More edge types can be found in the literature, but only edges that influence the allowed combinations of features are considered in this work.

Abstract syntax is thus about the structure that is really behind pictures. Most authors consider it so obvious that they never make it precise. Consider Fig.6 (a), a very basic FD. OFT [19] seem to hint that it should be abstracted to (b), while

2 However, a meta-model might be more readable and facilitate some implementation tasks such as building a repository, but these issues are not addressed in this paper.
3 We adopt the terminology of [1].
4 “Compound features” are also called “decomposable features”.
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EFD [27] to (c). Because we want to account for both, we have to take the finer decomposition (d).

Similar issues had to be solved to deal with filled circles\(^5\) (mandatory features) and multiple operators attached to the same father feature as in PFT. They were also addressed by the addition of implicit nodes and edges.

\[\text{3.2 Generic abstract syntax}\]

In this section, we introduce *Free Feature Diagrams* (FFD), a parametric construction that generalizes the syntax of all the surveyed FD variants.

FD languages vary in several respects: (1) do they consider FD as trees or DAG, (2) what are the allowed types of operators on nodes, (3) what are the allowed types of graphical constraints, (4) what are the textual constraints. These are the parameters (GT, NT, GCT, TCL) of FFD. Each FD language can be defined simply by providing values for these parameters. Semantics is then given only once, for FFD. Hence, the formal semantics of a particular FD language defined through FFD comes for free.

The reader should keep in mind that FFD are not a user notation, that is, a notation meant to be used by analysts to draw FD. FFD are a formal framework to be used by method engineers and scientists to formally define, study or compare FD languages. FFD make these tasks much more easy and precise than before, which is a major contribution of this paper.

\(^5\) We see them as *and*\(_1\) nodes, see below.
Before defining FFD, we define the structure and possible contents of their parameters.

**Definition 1 (Graph type)** A graph type (GT) is a Boolean value. 0 stands for DAG and 1 stands for tree.

We need to extend the well-known notion of (binary) commutativity to an arbitrary number of arguments:

**Definition 2 (Commutative)** A k-ary function is commutative if the result does not depend on the order of its arguments.

**Definition 3 (operator)** An operator is a commutative Boolean function.

An operator can only count the number of true (or equivalently false) arguments to be commutative. Thus we can identify k-ary operators with constraints on this number. There are thus $2^{k+1}$ k-ary operators, closed under negation. For instance, the eight binary operators are $opt_2, and_2, xor_2, or_2$ (see their definition just below) and their negation.

**Definition 4 (Node type)** A node type (NT) is a set of operators, at most one per arity.

**Example** and is the set of operators $and_k$, one for each arity $k$, that return true iff all their $k$ arguments are true. For example, the node Monitor Engine Performance in Fig. 1 bears the operator $and_3$ because it has 3 sons.

**Example** xor is the set of operators $xor_k$ that return true iff exactly one of their $k$ arguments is true. For example, the node Methods in Fig. 1 bears operator $xor_3$.

**Example** or is the set of operators $or_k$ that return true iff any of their $k$ arguments is true. For example, the node Methods in Fig. 2 and the node A in Fig.15 (1) and (2) all bear the operator $or_3$.

**Example** $vp(i..j)$ is the set of operators of the form $vp(i..j)_k$ where $i \in \mathbb{N}$ and $j \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{\ast\}$. $vp(i..j)_k$ returns true iff at least $i$ and at most $j$ of its $k$ arguments are true. The union of $vp(i..j)$ is called card. $i \ldots j$ is called group cardinality⁶ as in [6]. For example, the nodes Measures and Methods in Fig. 3 bear operators $vp(1..1)_3$ and $vp(1..3)_3$, respectively. A $vp$ is reduced if $j$ is at most $k$. It is consistent if furthermore $i \leq j$. From this definition, it appears that some forms of $vp$ operators are equivalent to more classical Boolean operators. For example, $xor_3$ and $vp(1..1)_3$ are the same. We will use these properties, most notably in Section 4.2 (see Table 2).

**Example** $opt$ is the set of operators $opt_k$ that always return true, irrespective of the truth value of their arguments. For example, the hollow circles above coolant in

---

⁶ The terms cardinality and multiplicity are also commonly used.
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5 are opt-nodes. They bear opt₁.

The types of operators that we have just listed are sufficient to embed the surveyed FD languages into FFD. That is, for a given FD language, NT is usually a subset of or ∪ and ∪ xor ∪ card ∪ opt but this list is by no means exhaustive. One could well create a new form of FD which nodes bear other kinds of operators.

Similarly, we now open the set of possible constraint types that FD languages can use. Graphical constraints are represented by an edge joining two nodes in the FD.

**Definition 5 (Graphical constraint type)** A graphical constraint type (GCT) is a binary Boolean function.

**Example** Requires, a.k.a. ⇒: when a (directed) constraint edge bears this function, its source node must be out or its target node must be in.

**Example** Mutex, a.k.a. Sheffer’s bar | [32] or nand₂: when a constraint edge bears this function, if one of its nodes is in, then the other must be out. For operators, no need to orient the constraint link in the concrete syntax.

In the surveyed languages, GCT is either {⇒,|} or ∅ but, again, this list is not exhaustive.

**Definition 6 (Textual constraint language)** A textual constraint language (TCL) is a subset of the language of Boolean formulae where the predicates are the nodes of the FD. The sublanguage used in OFT, “Composition rules” [18, p.71], is:

\[ CR ::= p₁(requires | mutex)p₂ \]

where \( p₁, p₂ \) are primitive features.

**Definition 7 (Free Feature Diagram)** A free FD (FFD) \( d \in FFD(GT, NT, GCT, TCL) \), \( d = (N, P, r, \lambda, DE, CE, \Phi) \) where:

- \( N \) is its set of nodes;
- \( P \subseteq N \) is its set of primitive nodes;
- \( r \in N \) is the root of the FD, also called the concept; usually, \( r \) is drawn at the top, e.g. Monitor Engine System in Fig. 1;
- \( \lambda : N \rightarrow NT \) labels each node with an operator from NT;
- \( DE \subseteq N \times N \) is the set of decomposition edges; \( (n, n') \in DE \) will rather be noted \( n \rightarrow n' \); \( DE \) is acyclic and, if \( GT = 1 \), it is also a tree (see Def. 10 below).
- \( CE \subseteq N \times GCT \times N \) is the set of constraint edges;
- \( \Phi \subseteq TCL \) are the textual constraints.

In order to facilitate the formal developments to come, we introduce the following two definitions:
Definition 8 (Son, father) If $n_1 \rightarrow n_2$, we call $n_1$ a parent of $n_2$ and $n_2$ a son of $n_1$.

Definition 9 (Leaf) A node $n \in N$ that has no son is called a leaf. We will call $L$ the set of leaves.

It is worth noting that only DE is considered to define the notions of son, father and leaf. FFD collect whatever can be drawn. FD have additional minimal well-formedness conditions.

Definition 10 (Feature Diagram) A feature diagram (FD) is a FFD where:

1. Only $r$ has no parent: $\forall n \in N. (\not\exists n' \in N. n \rightarrow n') \iff n = r$.
2. DE is acyclic: $\not\exists n_1, \ldots, n_k \in N. n_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow n_k \rightarrow n_1$.
3. If $GT = 1$, DE is a tree: $\not\exists n_1, n_2, n_3 \in N. n_1 \rightarrow n_2$ and $n_3 \rightarrow n_2$.
4. Nodes are labelled with operators of the appropriate arity: $\forall n \in N. \lambda(n) = op_k$, an $k$-ary operator where $k = \sharp\{(n, n')|(n, n') \in DE\}$

3.3 Specific abstract syntaxes

It is now easy to define all of the surveyed FD languages by simply providing the right parameters of FFD. The definitions are gathered in Table 1. Defining a language boils down to filling in a row of the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>GCT</th>
<th>TCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup \text{or} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>${\Rightarrow,</td>
<td>}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{card} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>${\Rightarrow,</td>
<td>}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup \text{or} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup \text{or} \cup {\text{opt}_1}$</td>
<td>${\Rightarrow,</td>
<td>}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD(OP)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$OP$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{card}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFT(OP)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$OP$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRFT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\text{and} \cup \text{xor} \cup \text{or}$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
<td>$\varnothing$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Formal definition of FD variants on top of FFD
Beside the languages surveyed in Section 2, Table 1 also includes the definition of four more Spartan variants (see the six last entries in Table 1):

- Constraintless Optionless Original Feature Diagrams (COFD),
- Varied Feature Diagrams (VFD),
- Constraintless Optionless Original Feature Trees (COFT),
- Constraintless Optionless Feature Trees with or-nodes (CRFT).

COFD and VFD are defined by instantiating OP in the parametric definition of Constraintless Optionless Feature Diagrams (CFD(OP)) defined just above in the table. COFT and CRFT are defined similarly through CFT(OP). Motivations for these new languages will be given in Section 4.

**Theorem 3.1** We observe the following syntactical inclusions:

1. \( COFD \subset OFD \subset RFD \)
2. \( VFD \subset EFD \)
3. \( COFT \subset OFT \subset OFD \)
4. \( COFT \subset OFT \subset GPFT \)
5. \( COFT \subset CRFT \subset PFT \)
6. \( CRFT \subset GPFT \)

### 3.4 Semantics

The semantics of a FD is defined as a Product Line (PL) (see Def. 13), i.e. a set of products. A product provides a set of primitive features (see Def. 13).

The notion of model is introduced in [18, p.64], with the examples of models of X10 terminals.

**Definition 11 (Model)** A model of a FD is a subset of its nodes: \( M = \mathcal{P}N \).

**Definition 12 (Valid model)** [18, p.70] A model \( m \in M \) is valid for a \( d \in FD \), noted \( m \models d \), if:

1. The concept is in: \( r \in m \)
2. The meaning of nodes is satisfied: If a node \( n \in m \), and \( n \) has sons \( s_1, \ldots, s_k \), then \( \lambda(n) = op_k \), then \( op(s_1 \in m, \ldots, s_k \in m) \) must evaluate to true.
3. The model must satisfy all textual constraints: \( \forall \phi \in \Phi, m \models \phi \), where \( m \models \phi \) means that we replace each node name \( n \) in \( \phi \) by the value of \( n \in m \), evaluate \( \phi \) and get true.
4. The model must satisfy all graphical constraints: \( \forall (n_1, op_2, n_2, \ldots) \in CE, op_2(n_1 \in m, n_2 \in m) \) must be true.
5. If \( s \) is in the model and \( s \) is not the root, one of its parents \( n \), called its justifi-
cation, must be too: ∀s ∈ N. s ∈ m ∧ s ≠ r: ∃n ∈ N : n ∈ m ∧ n → s.

Example According to our semantics, the two FD in Fig. 7 are not equivalent, if we take all features as primitive. The left one (in OFT syntax) has models and products \{r, x, y, l, n\} and \{r, x, y, m\} whereas the right one has the additional models and products \{r, x, y, l, m\} and \{r, x, y, m, n\}, which is the edge-based semantics hinted in [27].

![Fig. 7. Node- vs. edge-based semantics](image)

Definition 13 (Product, Product Line) We define:

1. A product c is a set of primitive nodes: c ∈ PP.
2. The product named by a model m, noted \[[m]\], is m ∩ P.
3. A product line (PL) pl is a set of products: pl ∈ PP.
4. The product line of a FD d consists of the products named by its valid models: \[[d]\] = \{m ∩ P | m ⊨ d\}

3.5 Discussion

Defining a formal semantics as we just did gives the opportunity to uncover some important issues that might well remain unnoticed with only an informal semantics. Here are a few examples:

Example In our semantics, Fig. 3 admits a model with neither 1/km nor miles/gallon. This is clearly not the semantics intended in [27]. We simply suggest to remove the harmful hollow circles.

Example Our semantics also contradicts the sentence: “All mandatory features are part of all [models]”[33, p.2]. Our notion of “mandatory” is only relative to the incoming edge(s), thus a mandatory feature (node) will not be part of the model if none of its fathers is. However, in the same papers, the authors seem to agree with our interpretation. Indeed, in Fig. 8, extracted from [33, Fig. 3], Email is mandatory, but they make clear that it is not included in models where Net is not present.

If such issues are not made explicit and solved before a language is made public (resp. building tools), interpretations of the user (resp. developer) might differ from
Fig. 8. RFD example from [33, Fig.3]

the intended one, possibly leading to misunderstandings and faulty developments, as already pointed out in the introduction. It is important to note, however, that we do not claim to have provided the right semantics for all languages. We have stucked to OFT, which turned out to be free of ambiguities. OFT’s variants are not that precise nor ambiguity-free. We therefore had to make decisions which, maybe, are not the intended ones. But at least, we have exposed them precisely, concisely and without ambiguity. Now, they can thus be discussed constructively by their proponents and their respective user communities. Some starting points for these discussions can be found in Section 5.

Another advantage of formal semantics is that it makes it possible to compare languages according to formally defined criteria instead of loosely defined ones. This is the topic of the next section.

4 Formal comparison

In this section, we compare FD languages with respect to the formal criteria of expressiveness, embeddability, succinctness and redundancy.

4.1 Expressiveness

Habitually, the expressiveness of a language is the part of its semantic domain that it can express.

Definition 14 (Expressiveness) The expressiveness of a language \( \mathcal{L} \) is the set \( E(\mathcal{L}) = \{[\mathcal{L}]D | D \in \mathcal{L}\} \), also noted \( \| \mathcal{L} \| \). A language \( \mathcal{L}_1 \) is more expressive than a language \( \mathcal{L}_2 \) if \( E(\mathcal{L}_1) \supset E(\mathcal{L}_2) \). A language \( \mathcal{L} \) with semantic domain \( \mathcal{M} \) (i.e. its semantics is \( \| \cdot \| : \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \mathcal{M} \)) is expressively complete if \( E(\mathcal{L}) = \mathcal{M} \).

The usual way to prove that a language \( \mathcal{L}_2 \) is at least as expressive as \( \mathcal{L}_1 \) is to provide a translation from \( \mathcal{L}_1 \) to \( \mathcal{L}_2 \):

18
Definition 15 (Translation) A translation is a total function \( D : \mathcal{L}_1 \rightarrow \mathcal{L}_2 \) that is correct, i.e. preserves semantics: \( \|T(D_1)\| = \|D_1\| \).

The semantic domain of FD are product lines. In other words: every FD expresses a PL. Now, we can ask the converse question: Can every PL be expressed by a FD of a given kind? In other words: is this language expressively complete? We will see that this is usually false for tree languages, and true when sharing is allowed. This important point has often been overlooked.

4.1.1 Tree variants

The main FD variants [18,8] as well as several others [9,1,34,6] use trees only, instead of DAG with a single root as allowed by our definition. We called them “feature trees”.

Trees bring several simplifications to our semantics:

1. A textual variant of the notation is now easily obtained by using this tree as an abstract syntax tree, see e.g. [34]. Here, we use the notation \( op(s_1, \ldots, s_n) \) where \( op \) is the Boolean operator and \( s_i \) is the text representing the \( i \)th subtree.

   Optional nodes will be noted \( \ast \). These notations should however not be confused with their logical equivalents: for instance \( and_2(f_1, f_2) \) (where \( f_1, f_2 \) are primitive features)

   designates a feature tree whose semantics is \( \{ \{ f_1, f_2 \} \} \), while \( f_1 \land f_2 \) is a propositional formula whose semantics

   in presence of another primitive feature, say \( f_3 \), is \( \{ \{ f_1, f_2 \}, \{ f_1, f_2, f_3 \} \} \). More generally, formulae do not care about the presence of non-mentioned primitive features, while trees (and graphs) exclude them.

2. The justification rule (Def. 12, last point) simplifies since each node has exactly one father.

3. We know that each subtree mentions only primitive features that do not occur in its brothers, since no sharing is allowed. We call this the signature of the subtree.

4. The difference between node-based and edge-based semantics then vanishes.

5. The semantics of feature trees can now be expressed compositionally: \( \|n\| \), where \( n \) is a node of a diagram, is the set of products that would be obtained by choosing \( n \) as the root of the diagram. Let \( op_k \) be the operator of \( n \), and \( s_1, \ldots, s_k \) its sons. We observe that \( \|op_k(s_1, \ldots, s_k)\| = \{ \bigcup_i c_i | \forall v_1, \ldots, v_k \in B. op_k(v_1, \ldots, v_k) = 1 \land \forall i \in 1 \ldots k, (v_i = 0 \Rightarrow c_i = 0) \land (v_i = 1 \Rightarrow c_i \in \|s_i\|)\} \).

   (a) For \( and \)-nodes, this simplifies to \( \bigcup_i c_i s_i \in \|s_i\| \).

   (b) For \( xor \)-nodes, this simplifies to \( \bigcup_i \|s_i\| \).

One readily observes that:

Theorem 4.1 OFT cannot express disjunction, i.e. the product line \( \{\{A\}, \{B\}, \{A, B\}\} \)
with $A$, $B$ two primitive features.

**Proof** COFT admits nodes without sons, namely the xor-node without sons xor$_0$, where $[[\text{xor}_0]] = \emptyset$, the and-node without sons and$_0$, where $[[\text{and}_0]] = \{\emptyset\}$. They are all product lines that exist with no primitive features.

If a primitive feature occurs on a non-leaf node, we replace this node by a and with the primitive feature and a new node similar to the non-leaf node.

Let $r$ be the root, $s_i$ its sons. Any primitive feature can only occur under one $s_i$, since it is a tree. We eliminate any $s_i$ that contains neither $A$ nor $B$: $s_i$ is then equivalent to either and$_0$ or xor$_0$, that we can simplify using the equalities:

\[
xor(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, \text{xor}_0, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) = xor(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) \tag{1}
\]
\[
and(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, \text{xor}_0, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) = \text{xor}_0 \tag{2}
\]
\[
xor(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, \text{and}_0, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) = (xor(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k))^f \tag{3}
\]
\[
and(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, \text{and}_0, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) = and(s_1, \ldots, s_{i-1}, s_{i+1}, \ldots, s_k) \tag{4}
\]
\[
and(s) = s \tag{5}
\]
\[
xor(s) = s \tag{6}
\]

(Be careful that these simplification rules are only valid for trees!) If the two primitive features $A$, $B$ occur in the same $s_i$, we can use the last two rules to replace the root by $s_i$. Thus we end this step with either:

1. and$_0$ (a.k.a $v$ in Fig.9)
2. or xor$_0$ (a.k.a $f$ in Fig.9)
3. or with a root with a single optional son with two grandsons $s_1$, $s_2$,
4. or the root is a and-node or a xor-node with two sons $s_1$, $s_2$,

where $A$ occurs in $s_1$ and $B$ in $s_2$. Thus there are only four product lines that $s_1$ can express, because it uses only one primitive $A$: and$_0$, xor$_0$, $A$, $\bar{A}$. The first two have already been eliminated. This leaves two product lines for $s_1$, and the same for $s_2$. There are thus 16 possibilities for this case: 2 (has the root a single optional son, or two sons?) times 2 (is the first node with two sons a xor- or a and-node?) times 2 (is $s_1$ equivalent to $A$ or $\bar{A}$?) times 2 (is $s_2$ equivalent to $B$ or $\bar{B}$?). There is also and$_0$ and xor$_0$. Thus we have 18 simplified trees containing $A$, $B$. There are 16 possible product lines to express. Unfortunately, as noted in [26], four of them express $A|B = \{\emptyset, \{B\}, \{A\}\}$, and $A \lor B$ is thus missing, see Fig.9.

Let us now consider constraints. Constraints can only remove products from the product line expressed by the tree $D$, thus we must start from a product line containing $A \lor B$. The only one is $\top = \{\emptyset, \{A\}, \{B\}, \{A, B\}\}$, from which we have to remove the base version $\emptyset$. Let $s_1$, $s_2$ be the maximal nodes whose subtrees contain only $A$, $B$ respectively. They must be brothers. To express $\top$, their father must be an and-node, otherwise $\{A, B\} \notin [[D]]$. Then $s_1$, $s_2$ must express $\bar{A}$ and $\bar{B}$, respectively,
otherwise \( \{A\} \notin [D] \). Thus the nodes of this tree can only express \( A, \bar{A}, B, \bar{B}, \top \), perhaps \( \text{and}_0, \text{xor}_0 \). There are thus only 98 possible constraints, none of which expresses \( A \lor B \).

\[\square\]

In [35], van Gurp et al. have proposed two extensions: add \( \text{or} \)-nodes, and consider FD as a single-rooted acyclic graph rather than a tree. We will see in the next section that the second extension alone guarantees complete expressiveness. Adding \( \text{or} \)-nodes only, on the other hand, does not give complete expressiveness:

**Theorem 4.2** CRFT (i.e., with \( \text{or} \)-nodes but no constraints) cannot express \( \text{vp}(2..2) \) among 3 features.

**Proof** We note that when using trees, \( \text{and}, \text{xor}, \text{or} \) are associative. So without loss of generality, we can assume that the first node from the root that has more than one son, actually has two sons \( s_1, s_2 \): if it has more, we use associativity to break the list of sons in two:

\[
xor(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k) = xor_2(s_1, xor(s_2, \ldots, s_k)) 
\]
\[
and(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k) = and_2(s_1, and(s_2, \ldots, s_k)) 
\]
\[
or(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k) = or_2(s_1, or(s_2, \ldots, s_k)) 
\]

Now each operator imposes its “shape” on the product line:
(1) for \( \text{and}_2 \), \( PL = \{ c_1 \cup c_2 | c_1 \in \llbracket s_1 \rrbracket, c_2 \in \llbracket s_2 \rrbracket \} \)

(2) for \( \text{or}_2 \), \( PL = \{ c_1, c_2, c_1 \cup c_2 | c_1 \in \llbracket s_1 \rrbracket, c_2 \in \llbracket s_2 \rrbracket \} \)

(3) for \( \text{xor}_2 \), \( PL = \llbracket s_1 \rrbracket \cup \llbracket s_2 \rrbracket \).

For trees, \( \llbracket s_1 \rrbracket \cup \llbracket s_2 \rrbracket \) have disjoint primitive features, say, without loss of generality \( \{A\}, \{B, C\} \). \( \llbracket \text{vp}(2..2) \rrbracket \) has none of these shapes.

The next step is then to add group cardinality (operator \( \text{vp} \)) to the language [27]. However, we guess that this does not lead to complete expressiveness for trees. Our argument goes through the complexity reasoning of Section 4.5 and must thus be postponed there. However, it is certainly possible to list all product lines to discover again the simplest one that is not expressible by \( \text{vp} \), and then propose a new node type.

Note that one can also see these limited expressiveness results as a weakness of the constraint language. If nesting of constraints were allowed, Sheffer [32] has shown that \textit{mutex} alone is complete, even on primitive features only. One could also use Boolean (a.k.a propositional) logic or Boolean circuits to easily obtain complete expressiveness. For instance, [1] uses trees with optional, \( \text{and} \), \( \text{xor} \) and \( \text{or} \)-nodes, with constraints in propositional logic. This is of course expressively complete.

### 4.1.2 Diagram variants

In this section, we examine what we call “diagrams” defined in the previous section. Unlike trees, they allow sharing of subgraphs. This small change provides complete expressiveness, i.e. every product line can be expressed by an OFD. We need a small tool to prove this.

**Definition 16 (First normal form)** The first normal form of a \( pl \), noted \( N_1(pl) \), has a single xor-node as root, its and-nodes are the products of \( pl \). It has edges from the root to each product, and from each product to its constituent primitive features: \( n \rightarrow c \) iff \( n = r \land c \in pl \lor n \in pl \land c \in n \), and no constraints, see e.g. Fig. 10.

The product with no feature is represented by \( \text{and}_0 \). The language of first normal forms is thus called \( N_1(PL) \).

![Fig. 10. First normal form of the product line \( f1 \lor f2 \)](image-url)

**Theorem 4.3** Every \( PL \) \( pl \) can be expressed by a COFD, e.g. by its first normal
form: $\forall pl \in PL. \exists N_1(pl) \in COFD, pl = [N_1(pl)]$

Another alternative is to choose a rich, but fixed, graphical part, and to put all the information in constraints. This requires constraints on non-primitive features, that are not allowed in [1,34] but allowed in [18]:

**Definition 17 (Second normal form)** The second normal form of pl, noted $N_2(pl)$ has the root as single xor-node, all possible combinations of features as and-nodes, no optional nodes. Then we use a mutex with root to exclude the combinations that should not be included in pl.

**Theorem 4.4** For any set of primitive features $P$, there is a FD $N_2(\{P\})$ such that any PL $pl$ on $P$ can be expressed by mutex constraints on $N_2(\{P\})$.

One might ask whether COFD are the smallest expressively complete sublanguage. On one hand, we show easily that we cannot remove one of its two operators:

**Theorem 4.5** CFD(and) is not expressively complete.

**Proof** $P \in \{CFD(and)\}$ iff $P$ has exactly one model.

□

**Theorem 4.6** CFD(xor) is not expressively complete.

**Proof** $P \in \{CFD(xor)\}$ iff each model of $P$ contains exactly one path from the concept, and thus one primitive feature at most.

□

This section thus shows that all feature notations that allow sharing are expressively complete, while notations based on trees (i.e. forbidding sharing) are not, unless of course complemented by a very rich constraint language.

We thus need a finer yardstick than expressiveness to compare these languages. The situation is similar for programming languages, that are almost all Turing-complete and therefore have the same expressiveness. Two finer criteria are well established: succinctness and even finer, naturalness (a.k.a. embeddability), that are explained in the following sections.

### 4.2 Embeddability

When languages have the same expressiveness, one needs finer criteria to compare them. We then know that there are two translations back and forth, and we have a closer look at them. We can compare the size of the diagram before and after
translation: this is what is measured by succinctness. We can also see whether the
translation is natural, where a natural translation \[10,21\] respects the structure of
the original diagram:

**Definition 18 (Embeddability)** A context-free language \(L_1\) is embeddable into \(L_2\) if there is an embedding, i.e. a translation \(T : L_1 \rightarrow L_2\) that is compositional (or modular or homomorphic or natural): \(T(C_1(\vec{x})) = C_2(T(\vec{x}))\), for all constructs \(C_1\) of \(L_1\), where \(\vec{x}\) is a vector of meta-variables, adequately typed wrt. \(C_1\)'s subterms expected types, and \(C_2\) is an expression in language \(L_2\) containing the same meta-variables. \(C_2\) is usually noted \(T(C_1)\). A natural translation is called an embedding.

Said otherwise, an \(L_1\) compiler can be obtained by putting a trivial macro preprocessor in front of an \(L_2\) compiler.

The graphical languages considered in this paper have no context-free syntax, so that compositionality cannot apply. Therefore, we generalize it:

**Definition 19 (Graphical embeddability)** A graphical language \(L_1\) is embeddable into \(L_2\) if there is a translation \(T : L_1 \rightarrow L_2\) that is node-controlled [17]: \(T\) is expressed as a set of rules of the form \(D_1 \rightarrow D_2\), where \(D_1\) is a diagram containing a defined node or edge \(n\), and all possible connections with this node or edge. Its translation \(D_2\) is a subgraph in \(L_2\), plus how the existing relations should be connected to nodes of this new subgraph.

**Example** Assume a graphical language with states that are nodes and transitions that are edges. The node-controlled translation of a state must take the most general case, i.e. a state with an arbitrary number of incoming and outgoing transitions. However, \(D_1\) will just contained the defined state, an incoming transition from some state, and an outgoing transition to some state. When we apply this translation to a concrete graph, we match a node, called the application node, with the defined node. All incoming transitions will be translated according to the translation of the incoming transitions in \(D_1\), and similarly for outgoing transitions.

Our second definition is a generalisation of the first one, if we view syntax trees as labeled graphs, and allow syntax trees with sharing. Due to this sharing, a graphical embedding is always linear in graph size, and thus embeddings are mainly used to compare languages of similar succinctness.

**Example** For the Pascal programming language, a Pascal program will be represented here as a syntax DAG. A typical example of a textual compositional translation would be:

\[
T(\text{for } i := l \text{ to } h \text{ do } S) = \text{begin } i := l; \text{ while } i \leq h \text{ do } S \text{ end}
\]

It is also a node-controlled translation, if we remember that \textit{for} is the defined node. In \(D_1\), \textit{for} is linked to nodes \(i, l, h, S\) that are to be understood as metavariables of the adequate syntactic category. In the tree form, \(i\) would be duplicated by the
translation, and if $i$ is big, this can blow up the translation. Here, in the graph form, $i$ cannot be duplicated since it is allowed to occur only once in $D_2$. But we can link the constant nodes of $D_2$ (while, etc.) twice to $i$. Thus we obtain the same net effect without blow-up.

Note that a syntactic inclusion is also an embedding.

Embeddability is widely considered as an adequate notion for comparing “natural expressiveness” of languages. Specially, non-trivial self-embeddability is considered as harmful redundancy. Said otherwise, the language is unnecessarily complex because it contains some easily definable construct $C$:

**Definition 20 (Harmful redundancy)** A language $\mathcal{L}$ is harmfully redundant iff there is a construct $C$ in $\mathcal{L}$ that has a node-controlled translation in $\mathcal{L} \setminus C$.

All structuring principles are kept in the smaller language. Indeed, the replacement is purely local, and thus the new diagram has a new size linear in the size of the old diagram written in the redundant language.

OFD have harmfully redundant optional nodes and textual mutual exclusion constraints, see Fig.11.

Similarly, EFD have redundant optional edges and textual mutual exclusion constraints.

On Fig.11 and Table 2 we can compute the expansion factor: for instance, an optional node is replaced by 3 nodes and 2 edges, leading to an expansion factor of 5.

![Fig. 11. Embedding for OFD](image-url)
Similarly, and–, or–, xor– and optional nodes, mutex constraints are harmfully redundant wrt. vp-nodes, see Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instead of ...</th>
<th>write ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>an option node op</td>
<td>vp(0...1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a xor-node</td>
<td>a vp(1...1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an or-node</td>
<td>a vp(1...*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an and-node with number of sons s</td>
<td>a vp(s...s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Embedding RFD into VFD

4.3 Succinctness

Sometimes, languages of the same expressiveness cannot be compared by embeddings. This is to be expected since embeddings always yield a linear translation, and are thus a very refined comparison. A coarser one is provided by succinctness: this allows to measure the blow-up caused by a change of notation.

Definition 21 (Succinctness) Let \( G \) be a set of functions from \( \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \). A language \( L_1 \) is \( G \)-as succinct as \( L_2 \), noted \( L_2 \leq_G L_1 \), if there is a translation \( T : L_1 \rightarrow L_2 \) that is within \( G \): \( \exists g \in G, \forall n \in \mathbb{N}, \forall l_1 \in L_1, |l_1| \leq n \Rightarrow |T(l_1)| \leq g(n) \). Common values for \( G \) are “identically” = \{n\}, “thrice” = \{3n\}, “linearly” = \( O(n) \), “cubically” = \( O(n^3) \), “exponentially” = \( O(2^n) \). We will omit “identically”.

Thus, this definition implies that \( L_2 \) is at least as expressive as \( L_1 \).

Fig. 12. Translations between Feature Diagram Languages

In Fig. 12, BC are the combinatorial Boolean electronic circuits [30,31,36]. They are acyclic graphs where nodes (called “gates”) bear a Boolean operator and they thus seem similar to FD. However, they operate differently: a gate computes the value of its operator \( op \) applied to the Boolean values \( e_i \) carried by its input links (or wires): \( op_k(e_1, \ldots, e_k) \). This output value is copied to all its output links. For simplicity, we only consider nand gates, since it is known that they are expressively complete [32].

We can define for each notation a graphical variant, where the constraints are drawn as edges labeled by the constraint. The textual variant is also a graph, since we consider its abstract syntax tree, where a constraint is coded by 3 edges and a node labeled by the constraint. Therefore the textual variant is considered here as 4 times
less succinct, if the size of a graph is the number of edges and nodes. But the textual variant is linked to the root, a property that we used for embedding constraints (Fig.11).

Syntactical inclusions are of course translations with no expansion.

**Theorem 4.7** $\text{COFD} \leq O(\text{VFD}^3)$.

**Proof** We translate each variation point of multiplicity $\mu \ldots \nu$ by a subgraph of quadratic size in the number of sons $k$. Assume its sons are ordered as $s_1, \ldots, s_k$. We introduce fresh $\text{xor}_2$-nodes of the form $(i, j)$ where $0 \leq i \leq k$ is the number of sons treated, and $0 \leq j \leq i$ is the number of sons in the model among the sons treated. (We could collapse values of $j$ above $\nu$). When $i = k$, if $\mu \leq j \leq \nu$, we replace it by the true node $t$. Else, we replace it by $\text{xor}_0$. Each $(i, j)$ with $i < k$ has two and-sons, based on a case analysis of whether the son $i$ is in the model. The first $(i, j)^+$ is and-node with sons $s_i$ and $(i + 1, j + 1)$. The second $(i, j)^-$ is and-node with sons $\neg s_i$ and $(i + 1, j)$. $\neg s_i$ is a $\text{xor}_2$-node with two sons, $s_i$ and a true node. Node $\text{xor}_0$ can be simplified away. This new diagram starts from $(0, 0)$.

![Fig. 13. Translations of a vp-node to COFD](image)

$\square$

**Theorem 4.8** $\text{COFD} \leq O(\text{BC})$

**Proof** We translate each wire of a Boolean circuit by two nodes: one to represent its value, the other for its negation. These two nodes are linked by a $\text{xor}_2$-node to the root, ensuring that they are indeed the negation of each other. We use thus two OFD, one for computing the result and the other for its negation. For a nand gate, this gives Fig.14. This figure contains an or$_2$-node, i.e. a vp($1 \ldots 2$). It can be translated by the procedure above. The other gates can be obtained from a combination of nand-gates, or more efficiently translated directly.

$\square$
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These results compose. Further, the inclusions of Theorem 3.1 can be used, as well as the linear translations between a textual and the corresponding graphical variant. Thus we have essentially five levels of succinctness:

1. Propositional logic is the standard in this domain;
2. Boolean circuits are exponentially more succinct;
3. COFD, OFD, RFD are more succinct because they are non-deterministic: checking that a product is in a FD is a non-trivial operation, while this is easy for the previous levels.
4. VFD, EFD are cubically more succinct, due to the use of vp.
5. They can all be linearly embedded into $\Sigma_1$, the existentially quantified Boolean logic.

4.4 Redundancy

Riebisch et al. [26] criticized OFD and RFD as “ambiguous”. Let us first recall the definition of ambiguity:

**Definition 22 (Ambiguity)** A diagram (or sentence) is ambiguous iff it has two different meanings: $\llbracket D \rrbracket \neq \llbracket D \rrbracket$. A language is ambiguous iff it contains an ambiguous diagram or sentence.

This is obviously impossible with a formal semantics, since $\llbracket . \rrbracket$ is a function.

Let us examine the “proof” of [26] in Fig. 15.

This actually shows that $\llbracket D_1 \rrbracket = \llbracket D_2 \rrbracket = \llbracket D_3 \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket D_4 \rrbracket = \llbracket D_5 \rrbracket$. Let us name this property:

**Definition 23 (Harmless redundancy, Normal form)** A language $\mathcal{L}$ is harmlessly redundant iff $\exists D_1, D_2 \in \mathcal{L}. D_1 \neq D_2 \wedge \llbracket D_1 \rrbracket = \llbracket D_2 \rrbracket$. Otherwise, it is a normal form (NF).
All the FD seen here, except the two NF (Def. 16 and 17), are harmlessly redundant. This is the price to pay to have a decently natural language: in a normal form, all structure has to be lost.

Riebisch et al. proposed to solve the problem by adding multiplicities and optional edges to OFD, stating: “Such multiplicities cannot be expressed using the previous notations.” [26, p.67], contradicting thus Theorem 4.3. While the idea is good per se, it obviously cannot solve any of the alleged problems:

**Theorem 4.9** If a language is ambiguous, adding constructs will keep it ambiguous.

**Theorem 4.10** If a language is harmlessly redundant, adding constructs will keep it harmlessly redundant.

**Theorem 4.11** If a language is harmfully redundant, adding constructs will keep it harmfully redundant.

### 4.5 Decision problems

In this section, we consider three decision problems, which could be implemented by Computer-Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) tools supporting FD. Our envisioned CASE tool shall support two tasks:

1. designing and analyzing new FD, and
2. resolving variation points by interacting with a customer, to obtain a model and its product.

In the latter problem, the customer is asked questions following the root down to the leaves. When the customer chooses, this choice is propagated, pruning the FD.
A choice that leads to no product should never be proposed to the user.

**Definition 24 (Satisfiability)** A FD diagram $d$ is **satisfiable** iff $\|d\| \neq \emptyset$.

**Theorem 4.12** Deciding whether a FD is satisfiable is NP-easy.

**Proof** Our semantics gives a translation from a FD to an existentially quantified propositional formula (a $\Sigma_1$ formula). Such a formula is satisfiable iff it is satisfiable without the existential quantifiers (said otherwise, if its matrix is satisfiable). This problem (SAT) is known to be NP-complete.

□

**Theorem 4.13** For any FD language including COFD (e.g., OFD, EFD) deciding whether a FD is satisfiable is NP-complete.

**Proof** Checking whether a set of clauses is satisfiable is known to be NP-complete. We take the literals as primitive features, each clause as an or-node. We add xor-nodes for each atomic predicate $p$, with two sons $p$ and $\neg p$. The root is an and-node connected to all or-nodes and xor-nodes. We can eliminate or-nodes at the price of a quadratic expansion: an or-node with $n$ sons $l_i$ is replaced by a xor-node with $n$ sons. Each of its sons $s_i$ is an and-node with a son $l_i$ and the other $n - 1$ are optional nodes $l_j, j \neq i$. Finally optional nodes can be replaced by xor-nodes, see Fig.11.

□

Some FD notations are easier. The three notations below can be checked in constant time:

1. for diagrams in first normal form, just check that the root has a son;
2. for diagrams with xor-nodes only, just check that there is a primitive feature (to exclude the case xor$_0$);
3. diagrams with and-nodes only are always satisfiable.

Trees with and-, xor-, vp-, or-nodes can be treated in linear time:

1. put all primitive features on leaves by replacing the ones on internal nodes by a new and-node with two sons: a copy of the node and the primitive feature on an and-node without sons;
2. replace all vp-nodes whose lower bound is above the number of sons by xor$_0$;
3. a xor$_0$ son of a xor-node, a vp-node or a or-node can be simplified away;
4. if this brings the number of sons of a vp-node below its lower bound, the vp-node is simplified to xor$_0$;
5. a xor$_0$ son of an and-node allows to replace its father by xor$_0$.

This procedure either brings a xor$_0$ to the root and the tree is unsatisfiable, or eliminates all xor$_0$ from the tree, and the tree (and all its subtrees) is (are) satisfiable.
practice, we suggest to enforce this simplification automatically, by forbidding the entry of inconsistent cardinalities. The check is then in constant time. This result also implies that translating a propositional formula to these trees is NP-hard, or more likely impossible because they are not expressively complete.

Note that the satisfiability problem is NP-complete for all useful FD notations, where useful means expressively complete and polynomially succinct.

A related problem is product-checking: the customer has fully specified the products she wants in advance, and we must check whether it is in the product line.

**Theorem 4.14** For any FD language including COFD (e.g., OFD, EFD, VFD) product-checking is NP-complete.

**Proof** For easiness: we take the $\Sigma_1$ formula equivalent to the FD, simplify it according to the known truth value of the primitive features. It remains to discover a valuation for the non-primitive features, which can be done by SAT.

For hardness: a SAT problem in clausal form can be translated to an OFD without primitive features.

Some FD notations are easier. The notations below can be checked in linear time:

1. for diagrams in first normal form, just check that the product is cited in the list;
2. for diagrams with xor-nodes only, if the product contains more than one primitive feature, the answer is no; else, we start from the primitive feature and go up until we reach the root;
3. for diagrams with and-nodes, we check that the given product is the set of primitive features reachable from the root;
4. for trees with and-, xor-, vp-, or-nodes, we mark the tree with truth values, starting from the primitive features whose values are given in the product. For true nodes, we must set their father to true and check the satisfaction of its operator, until we reach the root.

The FD design task is made of several use cases. First, an analyst draws a FD representing the feature combinations that seem marketable. Since VFD are now less popular than EFD, (although less redundant, as advocated in the previous section) it may be easier to allow input in the syntax of any FD. The tool translates those into VFD, following the rules of Fig. 2, and lets the analyst switch between the two views. Doing so would ensure a better acceptance and a steeper learning curve.

She then tests or verifies the products obtained from the FD. This usually leads to the detection of feature interferences. They can often be fixed by changing the
process to build the product, but if time does not allow, it is better not to market these feature combinations. In most cases, these interferences can be expressed by a mutex or requires constraint.

When a FD becomes too complex, the engineer may want to refactor it. If the refactoring is light, interior nodes stay the same and thus one might want to compare models:

**Theorem 4.15** For any FD language including COFD deciding whether two FD have the same valid models is coNP-complete.

**Proof** The proof is the same: we transform these FD to clauses and conversely. Checking the equivalence of clauses is known to be coNP-complete.

\[\square\]

Again, this is easier (linear) for simple FD languages. For diagrams in first normal form, diagrams with xor-nodes only with xor\(_0\) eliminated, diagrams with and-nodes, just check that they are the same. Model-equivalence of trees with and-, xor-, vp-, or-nodes can also be treated in linear time, provided they are restricted to be consistent as indicated above: just replace and--, xor--, or-nodes by vp-nodes using Table 2, then check that the trees are the same: indeed, if they are not the same, either a vp has a different cardinality and we can construct different models, or it has different sons and again we can construct a model expressing this difference. In practice, we suggest to enforce the replacement automatically, by storing only vp-nodes internally. Model-equivalent trees will thus simply be stored once.

If deep refactoring is done manually, a natural question to ask is whether the PL described by this new FD is the same. Similarly, when PL are developed by several persons, conflicts may arise. In order to solve them, it can be interesting to first compare PL, and provide examples of products that are in the difference.

Recall that \(\Pi_1\) is the first level of the polynomial hierarchy, just above NP [24].

**Theorem 4.16** For any FD language including COFD deciding whether two FD are equivalent (describe the same product line) is \(\Pi_1\)-complete.

**Proof** The standard problem for \(\Pi_1\) is \(\Pi_1\)-SAT, checking whether a Boolean formula preceded by universal Boolean quantifiers is satisfiable. A FD is transformed to a \(\Sigma_1\) Boolean formula, by taking its semantics and quantifying existentially non-primitive features. Thus model-equivalence is logical equivalence of two \(\Sigma_1\) Boolean formula, which is solvable by \(\Pi_1\)-SAT. Conversely, given a \(\Pi_1\)-SAT problem, we take the negation of its matrix (Boolean formula), convert it to a BC, and then this BC to an OFD using Theorem 4.8. We quantify existentially by removing primitive features in this OFD. This last OFD is equivalent to the OFD with all products (see e.g. Fig.9, lower right corner) iff the original formula is satisfiable.
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Model-equivalence can be checked in linear time for simple languages:

(1) for diagrams in first normal form, just check that they are the same;
(2) for diagrams with xor-nodes only, just check that they have the same primitive features;
(3) for diagrams with and-nodes, just check that they have the same primitive features.

When two feature interference engineers work independently, they will obtain two different restrictions of the initial product line. To put their work together, we must give a FD representing the intersection.

**Theorem 4.17** A FD expressing the intersection of two given FD $D_1, D_2$ can be computed in linear size and time.

**Proof** We put primitive features on leaves in $D_1, D_2$. Then we rename nodes (priming them in $D_2$, say) so that they are disjoint in $D_1, D_2$. First we take the union of $D_1, D_2$ (we mean the union of nodes, edges, constraints, resp. of course). This operation is called “putting $D_1, D_2$ side by side”. Then we join their roots $r_1, r_2$ by a fresh and$_2$-node $r$. Then we add constraints $p$ requires $p'$ and $p'$ requires $p$ for each primitive feature $p$ ($p'$ is the renaming of $p$ in $D_2$. It is not primitive, but a and$_0$ node.)

Inversely, feature engineers’ duty is to add new interesting features to the product line. If two feature engineers work in parallel, they will already describe the forbidden combinations for the features they know. When putting the two extended product lines together, the most conservative option is to take the union: this cannot create feature interferences (beyond those already present in each PL separately):

**Theorem 4.18** A FD for the disjunction (or union) of two given FD can be computed in linear size and time.

**Proof** We put $D_1, D_2$ side by side but sharing primitive features and join their roots $r_1, r_2$ by a fresh xor$_2$-node $r$.

The disjunction is what will be initially offered to the customer, since it is safe. But of course the whole point of feature engineering is to offer as many feature combinations as possible, so the “bold” PL that hopes that no interferences occur will be sent to feature interference engineers so that they detect unexpected interferences. This is obtained by a reduced product:
Definition 25 The reduced product of $D_1, D_2$, noted $D_1 \times D_2$, is $\{c_1 \cup c_2 | c_1 \in \|D_1\|, c_2 \in \|D_2\|\}$.

Note that the union is here computed at product level, hence the difference with the disjunction. We assume that $D_1, D_2$ are identical for their common part ($P_1 \cap P_2$).

Theorem 4.19 A FD for the reduced product of $D_1, D_2$ can be computed in linear time and size.

Proof We put $D_1, D_2$ side by side sharing primitive features, and join their roots $r_1, r_2$ by a fresh and$_2$-node $r$.

This proof concludes this section dedicated to studying and comparing the properties of FD languages from a formal perspective.

5 Related works

In this paper, we have studied the formal underpinnings of a family of languages in the line of the original feature trees [18], that have not yet received a formal definition, but where a product line semantics (see Def.13) is clearly intended. Recently, however, a few more formally defined notations have surfaced:

(1) van Deursen et al. [34] deal with a textual FD language to which they provide a semantics by coding rewriting rules in the ASF+SDF specification formalism associated to a tool-environment. Hence, contrary to ours, their semantics is not tool-independent, nor self-contained. Also, a major difference is that their semantics preserves the order of features.

(2) Batory [1] provides a translation of FD to two formalisms (grammars and propositional formulae) which can be seen as a form of semantics. His objective is to allow the use of off-the-shelf Logic-Truth Maintenance Systems and SAT solvers in feature modelling tools. The semantics of grammars is a set of strings, and thus order and repetition are kept. The semantics of propositional formulae is closer to our products, but the translation provided by [1] differs in two respects: (i) decomposable features are not eliminated, and (ii) the translation of operators by an equivalence leads to (we think) a counter-intuitive semantics. Also, some contradictions in the semantics by grammars provided in the same article appear.

(3) In [7], Czarnecki et al. define a new FD language to account for staged configuration. They introduce feature cardinality (the number of times a feature can be repeated in a product) in addition to the more usual (group) cardinality. Foremost, a new semantics is proposed where the full shape of the unordered
tree is important, including repetition and decomposable features. The semantics is defined in a 4-stage process where FD are translated in turn into an extended abstract syntax, a context-free grammar and an algebra. In [6], the authors provide an even richer syntax. The semantics of the latter is yet to be defined, but is intended to be similar to [7].

In general, we can argue that related approaches do not rank as good as ours on generality, abstraction and intuitiveness. For some approaches [34,1] the semantics is tool-driven, while on the contrary tools should be built according to a carefully chosen semantics. For the others, we could not find a justification. Our approach is justified by our goals: make fundamental semantic issues of FD languages explicit in order to study their properties and rigorously evaluate them before adopting them or implement CASE tools. A finer comparison of the semantic options taken in the aforementioned related approaches wrt ours is a topic for future work.

A current limit of our endeavour is the scope of formalization. As mentioned repeatedly, we focussed on PL semantics i.e. what are the allowed and forbidden feature combinations. Further formalization of aspects such as layers [19] or binding times [35] should be further investigated.

Moreover, formality is only one specific quality of languages. For example, Krogstie [22] proposes a comprehensive quality framework covering such notions as domain appropriateness (i.e. is the language considered adequate to convey the relevant information on the subject domain). A complete evaluation and comparison of FD languages should also take such aspects into account. To the best of our knowledge, this remains to be done.

6 Conclusion

Throughout this paper, we have tried to clarify feature diagrams. Feature diagrams are a popular and valuable tool to address the complexity of engineering software product lines. However, after surveying past research, we have concluded that most of it had not looked enough at the foundations necessary to avoid ambiguities and to build safe and efficient tools. We have thus proposed a generic formalization of the syntax and semantics of feature diagrams which, we hope, can be the basis for more rigorous investigations in the area. We have started such investigations ourselves by formally comparing languages and studying decision procedures.

We have recalled standard, well-defined criteria to evaluate language variants, and measured most variants against these criteria. Many variants are expressively complete, which is a basic criterion. This also implies that they are closed under all Boolean operations, which is important for tool support. To choose among the expressively complete formalisms, we inspected their embeddings and their succinct-
ness. Succinctness points to the use of cardinalities. If we look more finely using embeddings, we can eliminate redundant constructs. This process produces VFD (Varied Feature Diagrams), a FD language that is expressively complete, harmfully-irredundant, that can embed all other known variants, and thus is linearly as succinct.

On these grounds, a natural further step is the development of tools. Such tools will be able to operate on multiple feature diagram languages and support a large spectrum of activities. They will be centered around VFD, but which need more work in several respects including a concrete syntax and trial case studies.
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